reviews For Porter, the insight into our own methodological practice may be the most lasting reward of this type of comparative study; what he deems the "exploration of potential convergences in unexpected places" is, as he sees it, the work of the literary critic in general (110). While there is no question that this work possesses a specific location-we know which is the familiar and the exotic here-the point remains both helpful and necessary. Porter wants us to think into the life of things without relying on the usual disciplinary toolbox; in this he draws heavily on some aspects of material culture studies with an emphasis on gender. With clarity and deliberation, he resists the one-for-one logic of symbolism and offers a wider range of connections in this beautifully written, finely argued, and enormously valuable critical study. In the broad, necessarily reductive rubrics of GenEd courses and literary anthologies, it has fallen to the nineteenth century to wear the title of the "Age of Empire, " while the milder epithet of "Enlightenment" glosses the eighteenth century. If the nineteenth century has to some extent provided an alibi for eighteenth-century imperial or proto-imperial activity, serving as the post-lapsarian after to the Enlightenment's before, scholarship in the wake of the postcolonial turn has increas ingly questioned that tidy cleavage. Might imperialism owe a more direct debt to Enlightenment thought, whether as its dialectical opposite or as the concrete practice to the Enlightenment's abstract theory? Did the highly racialized, exploitative regimes of nineteenth-and twentiethcentury European empires betray the principles of the Enlightenment or carry them to their logical conclusion?
In ISBN 978-0-19-922914-7. critiques de livres to charges of complicity with the imperial project-but it is precisely in the unexpected site of Orientalism that his intriguing book finds an underexploited possibility for resistance. "Imperial conquest turned Orientalism malefic," he contends, and his study sets out to disentangle "a transcultural, cosmopolitan, and Enlightenment-inflected Orientalism" from its more sinister nineteenth-century incarnation, which Aravamudan terms "Saidian" Orientalism (11, 3). As the book's subtitle suggests, the novel, and more particularly the domestic realist novel whose "rise" is trumpeted in the teleological narratives of Ian Watt and Erich Auerbach (among others), is the object whose epistemological and historical privilege Aravamudan hopes to unsettle. By examining some of the alternative routes that fiction took during the eighteenth century, Enlightenment Orientalism seeks to provide both a fuller account of the diversity of fictional imaginings in this period and to argue for the Utopian potential of Orientalism before the imperial turn.
Specifically, Aravamudan sees in Orientalist writing a site from which to question the symbiosis between nationalism and what Clifford Siskin has termed "novelism" (Siskin, The Work of Writing: Literature and Social Change in Britain, 1700 -1830 [Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998 ]), that is to say, between the nation's and the novel's parallel claims to inevitability. Where the novel promoted a closed universe bounded by the constraints of national space, bourgeois experience, and realist representation, Orientalist fiction-a capacious category in which Aravamudan includes "Oriental tales, pseudoethnographies, sexual fantasies, and political utopias"-cultivated a mode of imagination that was "experimental, prospective, and antifoundationalist, " invested in transcultural comparison rather than monocultural assertion (4). Monoculture in all its forms is the distemper Enlightenment Orientalism seeks to remedy-both the inward-looking "narcissism" and "xenophobia" of an emergent nationalism and the myopic literary history that collapses the enormous diversity of eighteenth-century fiction into the unitary form of the novel (4). The resistance of Orientalist texts to the novel's tyranny is largely offered through the brute fact of their difference from its example-through their simply not being novels. One provocative suggestion of Aravamudan's study, however, is that the novel's "gatekeeping" mechanisms, its attempts to rewrite the protocols of reading in its own image, were not mirrored in the fictional modes with which it competed (22). Enlightenment Orientalism in his account not only differed, but also strove through the very form of its fictions to explore and sustain the range of human difference.
Aravamudan reads a diverse, sometimes dizzying, range of texts of the French and English Enlightenment, some (like Voltaire's Zadig or Elizabeth Hamilton's Translation of the Letters of a Hindoo Rajah) centrally reviews fixated on their Orientalist topoi, others (Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels or Bernard de Fontenelle's A Discovery of New Worlds, for example) only peripherally so. The book's two parts, "Pseudoethnographies" and "Transcultural Allegories, " frame five substantial chapters that each focus on a particular "mode" of Orientalist fiction-"translation and transcul tur a tion, " for example, or "libertinage. " Each mode is then illustrated through a sequence of texts (often representing arcane sub genres such as the "beast fable" or the "surveillance chronicle") distributed over a large swath of the long eighteenth century. Atom (1769) . One great strength of this approach is the view it offers of the changing fortunes of each mode; as the historical referents for these allegorical fictions shift, Aravamudan's readings show how the forms of reference on which political satire and allegory rely offer an evolving range of alternatives to realist mimesis.
This series of parallel tours through the period does come at a certain cost in momentum, however, and at times the traversing and re-traversing of the same historical ground can seem repetitive. A second constraint of Enlightenment Orientalism's method lies in its definition of its object of study: by limiting his focus to "imaginative fiction, " Aravamudan forgoes the opportunity to explore the links between the avowedly imaginary and the supposedly referential-between these speculative fictions and the discourses of knowledge about the East that also began to proliferate well before the end of the eighteenth century. To an extent, then, Enlightenment Orientalism's focus on the fictional prejudges the evidence in favour of Orientalism's relative benignity before the nineteenth century: because only texts that eschew the claims of factual reference are considered, Aravamudan's Enlightenment Orientalism tends to preserve its innocence of the entanglements of power and knowledge.
These entanglements are the subject of many of the essays in Lynn Festa and Daniel Carey's edited volume The Postcolonial Enlightenment, which brings together an impressive array of scholars working in the fields of eighteenth-century and postcolonial studies, as well as in the rich but (in the editors' view) underexplored territory where these fields meet. "The critique of Enlightenment within postcolonial theory, " Carey and Festa argue, "has largely been performed on an ad hoc basis, with haphazard attention to the diversity of texts and contexts that shaped the period and its thought. Conversely, the introduction of postcolonial theory into the field of eighteenth-century studies has generally left Enlightenment critiques de livres relatively untouched" (2). If postcolonial theory has often operated with the view that imperialism was the prac tice to Enlightenment's theory, the essays collected here seek to complicate that picture, both by exploring some of the less-travelled byways of eighteenth-century writing and by re-examining familiar texts such as Robinson Crusoe or the Third Critique in light of their historical position on the cusp of Europe's imperial age.
In the first section, "Subjects and Sovereignty, " essays by Aravamudan and David Lloyd foreground the colonial contexts that molded two of Enlightenment philosophy's signature innovations-Thomas Hobbes's theory of political sovereignty and Immanuel Kant's formulation of the aesthetic subject. Aravamudan's contribution tracks Hobbes's reliance on the figure of America as both a placeholder for a generalized state of nature and a site of actually existing British colonial activity, showing how these various invocations of America lead Hobbes towards a model of state sovereignty that gestures forward to empire even as it articulates the framework of the national state. David Lloyd's nuanced study of Kant's aesthetics traces the shift away from the sensible body in aesthetic theory between Edmund Burke's Philosophical Enquiry and the Third Critique. Lloyd argues that Kant's refocusing of aesthetic inquiry "from material objects and their impact on the body as an organ of feeling to questions of form and the judging subject" makes aesthetic judgment increasingly dependent upon the systematic cultivation of taste associated with the civilizing process; thus it is only when aesthetics is dissociated from the sensible body that taste comes to serve as "an index of development" (72, 73). In the essay's final section, Lloyd provocatively links Fanon's insistence on the embodied experience of colonial trauma to Burke's "sensible" aesthetics. For both writers, Lloyd argues, "the black body becomes the abyss into which the claims of universality, founded as they are on its difference, inevitably founder" (101).
The volume's second section, "Enlightenment Categories and Postcolonial Classifications, " scrutinizes both the taxonomic impulse that char acterizes much eighteenth-century writing and the categories with which recent criticism has approached this period. Daniel Carey's essay takes issue with readings of Crusoe and Friday as master and slave, demonstrating that a range of contemporary models of servitude (master and servant, lord and peasant, patriarch and dependent, and so on) inflect Defoe's depiction of their relationship. In a persuasive reading of Friday's meticulously staged consent, Carey argues that Defoe care fully distinguishes Crusoe's "mastery" over Friday from chattel slavery. Where Carey works to distinguish specific forms of servitude from the overriding problematic of slavery, Felicity Nussbaum pushes in the opposite direction, highlighting the many points of overlap between eighteenth-century writing on the Orient and on the Atlantic reviews slave trade. "The conceptual borders that we have erected between the Oriental and black, between the 'East' and Africa, are often misleading dichotomies that significantly inhibit our interpretation of written and visual texts, " Nussbaum argues, and her careful readings of Aphra Behn's novel Oroonoko, William Hogarth's series of paintings entitled Marriage à-la-Mode, and Mariana Starke's 1788 play The Sword of Peace illustrate the dense entanglements between an emergent abolitionist discourse and the figuration of "Eastern despotism" (138). Siraj Ahmed's essay, which appears in revised form in his remarkable The Stillbirth of Capital: Enlightenment Writing and Colonial India (Stanford University Press, 2012), closes this section with an incisive reading of the enabling role of Orientalist scholarship in East India Company manipulation of property law, culminating in the Permanent Settlement of Bengal in 1793.
Ahmed's dark view of eighteenth-century Orientalism contrasts with Aravamudan's in Enlightenment Orientalism, as well as with the more optimistic take on Enlightenment anti-imperialism put forward in Sankar Muthu's important book Enlightenment Against Empire (Princeton University Press, 2003). Muthu's contention that the later eighteenth century was the site of a "curiously short-lived antagonism toward empire" (Muthu, 259), a brief flowering of philosophical engagement with a truly global universalism that would radically challenge imperialism's premises, is a crucial reference point for many of the essays in The Postcolonial Enlightenment, particularly its concluding section, "Nation, Colony, and Enlightenment Universality. " In her study of the figure of the "speaking native" in French Enlightenment philosophy, Doris Garraway revisits authors like Lahontan and Diderot who play central roles in Muthu's argument, but sees their writings as instead "enact [ing] an imaginary process of dissent and contestation" that ultimately reinforces the colonial enterprise (234). Daniel Carey and Sven Trakulhun, whose joint essay focuses on Scottish and German Enlightenment philosophy, are more sympathetic to Muthu's genealogy of a radically anti-imperial Enlighten ment. The contrast between their conclusions and Garraway's suggests the continuing importance of nation al traditions-and perhaps the differ ing interests of nations with and without colonial possessions-in the putatively cosmopolitan space of Enlighten ment letters. Britain in imperial transition is the focus of Karen O'Brien's con tribution, which draws on recent theories of globalization to examine the ways in which British writers like Thomson and Cowper "were able to misrecognize or sub sume the nature of their country's changing involve ment with the world within a global consciousness inflected by the Enlightenment" (286-87).
While the essays collected in The Postcolonial Enlightenment are without exception valuable reconsiderations of the place of the postcolonial critiques de livres within Enlightenment studies (and vice versa), some readers may question the urgency of the lack the collection is meant to correct. The editors and several contributors frequently allude to a wholesale dismissal of Enlightenment thought among postcolonial theorists, but references to specific critics guilty of such negligence are notably sparse. The notion that there has been a widespread refusal among scholars of postcolonial and eighteenth-century literature to engage with each other's concerns and methodologies is somewhat undermined by the previous work of many of the contributors to this volume. Suvir Kaul, for example, who contributes a concluding meditation on postcolonial histories of empire, as well as Nussbaum, Lloyd, and Aravamudan, all published major studies addressing the conjunction between Enlightenment and the postcolonial at least a decade ago (in some cases, two decades). If The Postcolonial Enlightenment does not break entirely new ground as a collection, it does gather a number of illuminating investigations of the relationship between Enlightenment and empire, and between the fields of scholarship that have taken shape around each term. Review by Gala Argent, Eastern Kentucky University Donna Landry has done what Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), a French zoologist and paleontologist, declared he could do: "Tell me the horse of a population. I'll tell you about its customs and institutions. " Between 1650 and 1750, more than two hundred horses of Eastern originArabians, North African Barbs, and Turkoman or Turanian horses from Central Asia-were imported to England and crossbred to indigenous breeds. With these animals came Eastern ideas about the horse-human relationship that were quite at odds with prevailing British beliefs. In five essays, Landry analyzes the verbal and visual record in order to bring to light the impacts these exotic creatures and ideas had on English culture during the early modern period.
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Narratives that include horses as agents of cultural change remain rare. In most scholarship that includes horses, they, like other nonhuman animals, are studied as modes of transport or sport, as receptacles of
